
America's Most Creative Writer/ The World's Greatest PoetAmerica's Most Creative Writer/ The World's Greatest Poet
Author, Writer, Producer, Publisher, Business Owner/ConsultantAuthor, Writer, Producer, Publisher, Business Owner/Consultant
Public Speaker, Rolling Stone Monthly ContributorPublic Speaker, Rolling Stone Monthly Contributor

Author of over 100 books across 15 categories,Author of over 100 books across 15 categories,
scriptwriter, songwriter, and ghostwriter. Fromscriptwriter, songwriter, and ghostwriter. From
childhood, Darick Spears processed the worldchildhood, Darick Spears processed the world
through his notebook.through his notebook.
Darick was born with a mind constantly on theDarick was born with a mind constantly on the
move — dreaming up new ideas, analyzing themove — dreaming up new ideas, analyzing the
world around him, and making magic from theworld around him, and making magic from the
mundane.mundane.
He didn’t know how to communicate his musingsHe didn’t know how to communicate his musings
to the people around him. So, he turned to a placeto the people around him. So, he turned to a place
of no restriction and no judgment — his notebookof no restriction and no judgment — his notebook
Acclaimed as America’s Most Creative Writer,Acclaimed as America’s Most Creative Writer,
since that day, Darick has explored expression in asince that day, Darick has explored expression in a
myriad of different mediums.myriad of different mediums.

  From books to plays to films (4 streamingFrom books to plays to films (4 streaming
on Amazon Prime), hip-hop albums (25+),on Amazon Prime), hip-hop albums (25+),
and instrumental albums; Darick’s careerand instrumental albums; Darick’s career
has been prolific enough to fill an entirehas been prolific enough to fill an entire
bookstore of his own work.bookstore of his own work.
Darick owns DDS Mediaworks LLC, whichDarick owns DDS Mediaworks LLC, which
is a tri-media company that focuses on arts,is a tri-media company that focuses on arts,
education, and business. His bookstore andeducation, and business. His bookstore and
creative space in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,creative space in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Darick Books; The first bookstore of itsDarick Books; The first bookstore of its
kind, is a testament to his expertise inkind, is a testament to his expertise in
creativity, which he is now using to assistcreativity, which he is now using to assist
others in developing their work throughothers in developing their work through
many facets of entrepreneurship, writing,many facets of entrepreneurship, writing,
publishing, coaching, and more. Darickpublishing, coaching, and more. Darick
Books is a Milwaukee communityBooks is a Milwaukee community
organization that serves SEDI individualsorganization that serves SEDI individuals
and continues to push the threshold ofand continues to push the threshold of
learning, business, and creativity. Inlearning, business, and creativity. In
addition, his foundation, The Darick Booksaddition, his foundation, The Darick Books
Edutainment Foundation Inc. Darick alsoEdutainment Foundation Inc. Darick also
focuses on diversity training workshops,focuses on diversity training workshops,
community building, and more.community building, and more.

Founder/Owner of Darick BooksFounder/Owner of Darick Books
(DDS Mediaworks LLC.)(DDS Mediaworks LLC.)
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